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ABOUT US 

 The current primary focus of Kovacic Orthopedic Tool & Supply is to help make O & P fabrication     

     Easier, Faster and Safer by providing the most reliable tool for a specific task,  

     and multi-purpose tools for convenience. 

 

 Our belief is that if you don’t notice a benefit from the tool within a minutes use, the tool is 

probably not good enough, though certain tools may require a few tries to adapt and notice the 

benefit of their design. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

      

 
     Dan Kovacic R.T.O. (c) 

     President 

 

 
     Thank-you, Have a Safe & Productive Day ! 
 
  

CONTACT : 
 

Kovacic Orthopedic Tool & Supply Corp. 

3910 Acorn Cres., Windsor ON, N8W 5R4, Canada 

269 Walker St., Unit # 515, Detroit MI, 48207, USA 

Phone / Fax : 1-800-665-1176     

Web: www.kovacicorthopedic.com 

E-mail: info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

 



PRICING  & PLACING AN ORDER 

PRICING  

To receive our current price list please e-mail us at info@kovacicorthopedic.com, include the following :  

 

1. Your Name 

2. Company Name 

3. Phone / Fax / E-mail 

4. Complete Address ( including country ) 

 

Note:  

There is a $ 60.00 Minimum Order & we offer a 15 day price match guarantee on all our products. 

All prices are in US Dollar with the exception of purchases made within Canada. 
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PLACING AN ORDER 

OPTION : 

 

1. E-mail us at info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

2. Download the Online Order Form and email it to info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

3. Complete the Order Form at the end of the catalog and fax it to 519-997-6894  

    or email to info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

4. Call us at 1-800-665-1176 between 8am—4pm EST 

 

PAYMENT OPTIONS 

1.) Visa / Mastercard  

2.) PayPal ( No Account Needed ) ( Payment to info@kovacicorthopedic.com ) 

3.) Cheque ( made to “Kovacic Orthopedic Tool & Supply Corp.” ) 

WARRANTY & LIABILITY 

WARRANTY : 

 
All of our products have with warranty as indicated under each product, and detailed 

Up-to-date information can be found on our website at www.kovacicorthopedic.com/

warrantyandliability.  

 
LIABILITY : 

 

The products we offer are tested for durability and reliability, and We (Kovacic Orthopedic 
Tool & Supply Corp.), Nor its Service Providers, will not be held Liable for Any Damages of 

Any Kind. 
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METAL BENDING TOOLS 
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Multi-Bend & Clamp Jig (MBCJ) Vise 

Benefits  

 

1. Allows all of your KAFO metal bending to be done over 

your cast. 

2. Bend uprights 1/8” - 3/8” thick without any adjustments. 

3. Close bends directly from the joint without the need of 

clamping it in a vise. 

4. Safer anterior / posterior bends without slipping in the 

horizontal slots. 

5. Safety channel to fit vise jaws up to 1” wide to prevent it 

from slipping out just in case the vise gets loose or if there 

is too much weight in the device.  

6. Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

7. Hardened to limit wear, powder-coated to prevent rust 

10 year warranty but it was made to last a lifetime 

8. The MBCJ gets used every day, even when you don’t bend 

metal, and when you do it is conveniently accessible. 

Benefits 

 

1. Allows all of your KAFO metal bending to be done over 

your cast. 

2. Bend uprights 1/8” - 3/8” thick without any adjustments. 

3. Close bends directly from the joint without the need of 

clamping it in a vise. 

4. Safer anterior / posterior bends without slipping in the 

horizontal slots. 

5. Bolts directly to the bench with 4 supplied 2-3/4” long 

grade 8 hex bolts, so there is no need for a vise. 

6. Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

7. Hardened to limit wear, coated to prevent rust 

10 year warranty but it was made to last a lifetime 

8. The MBCJ gets used every day, even when you don’t bend 

metal, and when you do it is conveniently accessible. 

in stock  Order #: 02 

 
 

Multi-Bend & Clamp Jig (MBCJ) Bench 

Color : Texture Black  

Color : Texture Black 

Available in Various Colors  

in stock  Order #: 142 

 
 

VIDEO 

2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7xDX2nMNw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7xDX2nMNw4
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Small Offset Heavy Duty M-L / A-P Bending 

Heavy Duty M-L / A-P Bending 

in stock Order #: 07 

New Model in Design 

Description 

 

1. 13” long for increased leverage for up to 1/4” (6.4mm) thick uprights. 

2. Extra deep vertical slots  for total surface contact area when bending calf bands and better reach. 

3. Horizontal slots to allow anterior / posterior bending of aluminum up to 3/16” (4.8mm) thick. 

4. Made from fully hardened tool steel to limit wear, powder coated to prevent rust 

 5 year warranty, but it was made to last a lifetime. 

Description 

 

1. Narrow slot for uprights up to 1/8” thick to allow bending 

of uprights at a closer point.   

2. Only a 1/4” thick to get in between narrow spaces and aid  

in closer bends. 

3. Horizontal slot near the edge for safe and close anterior / 

posterior bends, on uprights up to 5/8” (16mm) wide. 

4. Offset design to access over hard to reach areas. 

5. Made from fully hardened tool steel to limit wear, nickel 

coated to prevent rust & a 5 year warranty, but made to 

last a lifetime. 

in stock  Order #: 99  

Color :  Silver ( Nickel ) 

( Sold Individually ) 

( Sold Individually ) 

Color : Texture Copper Vein 

Available in Various Colors  Until Stock Clears 

METAL BENDING TOOLS 
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Adjustable Safety Locking A-P Bar 

New Model in Design 

Extended Heavy Duty M-L / A-P Bending Iron 

out of stock Order #: 100 

Description 

 

1. 15” length for maximum leverage for up to 1/4” thick uprights. 

2. Extra deep vertical slot  for total surface contact area when bending calf bands and better reach. 

3. Horizontal slots to allow anterior / posterior bending of aluminum up to 3/16” thick. 

4. Made from fully hardened tool steel to limit wear, powder coated to prevent rust &  5 year warranty 

( Sold Individually ) 

Color : Texture Copper Vein 

out of stock Order #: 141 Color : Silver ( Nickel ) 

Description 

 

1. 34” length for increased leverage to bend with less effort without the need of an extension. 

2. Made for 5/8” (16 mm) and 3/4” (19 mm) wide uprights and up to 1/2” (12.7 mm) thick steel. 

3. Latch screw clamp to hold down uprights to limit twisting for a more precise / easier bend  

4. Quick spin safety lock latch screw, which locks in one motion of a spin. 

5. Silicone handle for better grip and control. 

6. Made from a mixture of fully hardened tool steel to limit wear, nickel coated to prevent rust  

3 year warranty, but was made to last a lifetime.    

METAL BENDING TOOLS 
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1.25” X 27” Extended Dual Sided Riveting Bar 

Benefits 

 

1. Allows riveting with 2 people at once, and a  3d person with the use of the rivet die extension rod. 

2. Long safety channels to fit vise jaws up to 1” wide, to prevent excess tilting  

and in / out adjustability. 

3. Front cut out, making it easier to slide over pediatric devices for riveting. 

4. Set screws to prevent rivet dies from falling out after riveting. 

5.  Copper belt rivet dommers in front of the bar for sizes # 10 and # 7. 

6. Rivet punch / drill out hole in the front of the bar  for knocking or drilling out rivets. 

7. 5/8” horizontal cross hole to fit an adjustable rivet die extension rod, with the use of a die for       

riveting in hard to reach areas, and using a ball die for small AFO flares and easing out plastic. 

8. 5/8” Vertical hole for a rivet die extension rod that can be set at various heights to allow riveting in 

deep footwear or other hard to reach areas. 

9. The entire bar has been hardened to limit wear and dents to help keep its appearance over time, 

nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, and comes with a 10 year limited warranty but it was 

made to last a lifetime. 

in stock Order#: 18 

Color : Silver ( Nickel ) 

Attachments Not Included 

Available in a Powdercoat finish of  

Various Colors 

RIVETING TOOLS 
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1.25” X 27” Extended Dual Sided Rotating Riveting Bar 

 Same features  as  the  1.25” x 27” Dual Sided Riveting Bar with the addition of an adjustable 

vise clamp to fit vise jaws of any size. 

 The rotation feature just gives and additional adjustment feature and can be used as a standard 

rivet bar 

 The entire bar has been hardened to limit wear and dents to help keep its appearance over 

time, nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, and comes with a 10 year limited warranty 

but it was made to last a lifetime. 

Color : Silver ( Nickel ) in stock  Order # 147 

 12” in  length and is made to go through all of our rivet bars and can be set at adjustable 

heights by placing a dowel pin through the cross holes, or it can be used on its own inside a 

vise to access hard to reach areas, as footwear, sockets,.. 

 Contains 1/4” holes on each end for placing in any of our rivet dies and ball dies and any other 

dies with a 1/4” post., plus 2 set screws for securing the dies. 

 One of the 1/4” holes is also threaded for 5/16-NC incase you need to join multiple rods to-

gether, or other attachments that might suit your needs. 

 Made from 316 Stainless Steel but got ruined esthetically during a hardening process but it is 

functional, it just does not look nice. 

in stock  Order # 116  Color : Grey ( Discolored ) 

Rivet Die Extension Rod 

RIVETING TOOLS 
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1/4” Post Rivet Dies           

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

1/4" Small Rivet Die  

For Size 00 and Similar 

3/4 x 5/8 Speedy Rivet Die 

Custom Made For 89 & 91 Speedy Rivets 

Rivets Will Not Slide Off During Riveting 

1/4 x 5/8 Speedy Rivet Die 

Custom Made For 89 & 91 Speedy Rivets 

Rivets Will Not Slide Off During Riveting 

 

3/8 x 5/8 Speedy Rivet Die 

Custom Made For 89 & 91 Speedy Rivets 

Rivets Will Not Slide Off During Riveting 

1/4 x 5/8 Flat Rivet Die 

3/8 x 5/8 Flat Rivet Die 

Order # : 29 

Order # : 112 

in stock 

in stock 

5/8 x 5/8 Flat Rivet Die 

Order # : 30 

Order # : 31 

Order # : 32 

Order # : 33 

Order # : 34 

in stock 

Order # : 35 

in stock 

Order # : 36 

All Rivet Dies are made from fully hardened tool steel so they will not deform and are made to last a lifetime 

3/4 x 5/8 Flat Rivet Die 

1/4 x 3/4 Flat Rivet Die 

in stock 

Order # : 38 

in stock 

Order # : 41 

5/8 x 3/4 Flat Rivet Die 

1 x 5/32 Copper Rivet Domming Die 

For Copper Belt Rivets # 10 

RIVETING TOOLS 

in stock 

Order # : 40 

3/4 x 5/32 Copper Rivet Domming Die 

For Copper Belt Rivets # 10 
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Ball Dies 

1" Ball Die 

1-1/4" Ball Die 

1-3/8" Ball Die 

1-1/2" Ball Die 

12pc Rivet Die Set 

4pc Ball Die Set 

Order # : 119 

Order # : 43 

Order # : 44 

Order # : 45 

Order # : 46 

Order # : 48 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

1.5" High, with 3/8"  Ball  

Order # : 47 

 These Ball Dies fit all of our rivet bars, rivet die extension 

rods, and  other rivet bars containing a 1/4” hole.  

 Can be used for  riveting in contoured areas as, sockets,    

helmets, and certain areas of an AFO.  

 Great for easing out plastic and small flares. 

 Made from fully hardened tool steel, 10 year warranty but 

were made to last a lifetime. 

 Mini rivet die 1/4” High for speedy rivets sized 00, similar 

 Custom made speedy rivet dies 1/4”, 3/8”, 3/4” heights  

for 89x,91x, similar sized speedy rivet dies. 

 5/8” diameter flat rivet dies 1/4”, 3/8”. 5/8”, 3/4” heights 

 3/4” diameter flat rivet dies 1/4”, 5/8” heights 

 #10 Copper belt rivet dommers 3/4”, 1” heights 

 Made from hardened tool steel and will not deform 

RIVETING TOOLS 
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in stock 

Benefits 

 

1. Easily & Quickly remove your moldings, with only 3 fingers of force to loosen 
 

2. No need to tape around pipe & glue foam collars 

 
3. Never need to cut any moldings off including Duraflex and LDPE 

 

4. Retains heat for a better seal and vacuum 
 

5. Sliding T-handle never to get in the way of your moldings & has easy high leverage clamping  

 

6. Coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, and anti-wear, with a surface hardness of about 56 HRC 
 

7. Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 
8. Comes with 2-3/4” long, grade 8 hex bolts  

 

9. 1 year warranty on cone, 10 year warranty on vacuum jig 

 
10. Tested on: Duraflex, Polyethylene, Co-Polymer, Polypropolene, Pet-G, should be good for other 

      plastics 

 
11. Guaranteed to be the most efficient way to do your moldings and limits re-molds due to bad  

      vacuum  

Order # : 120-B 

Quick Off Vacuum Jigs  ( Bench Mount ) 

in stock Order # : 120-W 

Order # :131 in stock 

Quick Off Vacuum Jig    ( Vise Mount )  Benefits 

 

1. Perfectly Fits vise jaws of any size, just use longer 

screws through the vise clamp plate 

2. Set a secure angle in the vise by adding a secondary 

plate and screwing 2 back screws over the vise jaws 

3. Allows pipe to be moved or removed  

 ( Black Cone ) ( White Cone ) 

VACUUM JIGS 
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1-Part-Clamp-Jig (1-PCJ) Bench Mount 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, anti-wear with a 

surface hardness of about 56 HRC 

 Supplied with x4   2-3/4” long, grade 8 hex bolts 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 
in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

Order # : 143 

Order # : 144 

Order # : 145 

Order # : 102 

Color :  Silver ( Nickel ) 

Color :  Silver ( Nickel ) 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, anti-wear with a 

surface hardness of about 56 HRC 

 Post for holding a utility knife, markers, or other small items 

 Supplied with x4   2-3/4” long, grade 8 hex bolts 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 

Color :  Pink 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Powder-coated to prevent rust 

 Supplied with x4   2-3/4” long, grade 8 hex bolts 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 

Color :  Silver ( Nickel ) 

1-Part-Clamp-Jig (1-PCJ) Vise Mount 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, anti-wear 

with a surface hardness of about 56 HRC 

 Post for holding a utility knife, markers, or other items 

 Safety channel for vise jaws up to 1” wide, to prevent it  

from  sliding out from excess weight 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 

CLAMPING JIGS 
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CLAMPING JIGS 

out of stock 

Order # : 140 

Order # : 146 

1-Part-Clamp-Jig (1-PCJ) Vise Mount 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, 

square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Powder-coated to prevent rust 

 Post for holding a utility knife, markers, or other items 

 Safety channel for vise jaws up to 1” wide , to prevent it 

from sliding out due to excess weight 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 

in stock 

3-Part-Clamp-Jig (3-PCJ) Vise Mount 

Color :  Silver ( Nickel ) 

 Hold all necessary tools accessibly organized for shell removal after molding / laminating : 

 Fein construction super cut or the 2014 Fein multi-master 350-Q ( Quick Start ) using a straight 

cutting blade 

 Other hand tools : 2 screwdrivers, utility knife, small shears, pliers, mechanical grease pencils, 

pens, pencils, hammer 

 Clamp round tubing 1/8” - 7/8”, flat-bar up to 1” wide, square tubing and angle iron up to 3/4” 

 Safety channel to fit vise jaws up to 1” wide, to prevent it from sliding out from too much weight 

 Holds 3 Casts 

 Nickel coated to prevent rust, easy cleaning, anti-wear with a surface hardness of about 56 HRC 

 10 year warranty, but it should last a lifetime 

Benefits 

Color :  Pink 

11 
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Rostex Industrial Grade Precision Shears 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock Order # : 50 

Order # : 123 

Order # : 53 

Description 

 

 Quality shears made in the Czech Republic, from tool  steel 

 Used by certain shoemakers and custom orthotic and         

prosthetic facilities in Europe 

 Cuts easily around difficult patterns where other shears won’t 

 Smoothly cuts thick leather up to 9/64” thick and  1/4”         

polyurethane rod used in AFO’s 

 Excellent for cutting around the entire trim-line of Duraflex 

SMO’s 

 

10” Industrial Grade Carbon Fiber Composite Shears 

Description 

 

 Reputable Wilkinson shears from Sheffield  England 

 Made from high carbon tool steel 

 Xylan non stick coating for easy cleaning, limit wear,  

reduce friction, and prevent rust 

 Serrated blade to prevent materials from sliding off the 

blades 

 Made specifically for cutting carbon fiber 

 Available in other sizes, rounded tips, left or right    

handed and other grades for different materials 

 Over 250 years of experience in scissors and shears 

 Used for: Carbon Fiber Composites 

10” Industrial Grade Kevlar Composite Shears 

Description 

 

 Same Description as above with the exception of    

description below : 

 Designed specifically for cutting Kevlar composites 

 Used for: Carbon Fiber / Kevlar Composites 

SHEARS 
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in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

Order # : 60 

Order # : 139 

Order # : 64 

Order # 111 

10” Industrial Grade Multi-Composite Shears 

Description 

 

 Same description as above with the exception of    

description below : 

 Designed for cutting a multiple variety of composites 

 Used for: Carbon Fiber, Kevlar, and other similar 

composites 

 Best one for cutting gel liners & Spectra Fiber 

4.5” Industrial Grade Multi-Composite Snips 

Leather Scissor Pouch for 8” & 10” Shears 

Description 

 

 Quality made scissor pouch from England to help prevent 

shears from accidental damage and to keep them clean 

 Makes transportation of shears more convenient & safe  

 Slotted pouch to fit through belts to allow carrying 

9.5” High Leverage Heavy Duty Offset Shears ( For Carbon Fiber Plate & TFC ) 

Description 

 

 Serrated blade to prevent materials from sliding off  

 Xylan non stick coating / rounded tips only 

 Over 250 years of experience in scissors and shears 

 Used for a variety of different Composites 

Description 

 

 Cuts up to 1.2 mm thick plate and allows  easy 

turning during cuts 

 Japanese steel with a serrated lower blade by KAI 

SHEARS 
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3-PC Gauge Set 

Blind Rivet Gauge  ( Red ) 

 Organize your blind rivets easily or use the gauge to determine plastic thickness sizes : 

3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 1/4”, and use it to measure items up to 5-1/4”  

Screw Gauge  [Imperial / Metric ] ( White ) 

 Organize your coarse & fine threaded screws number 0-12, & 1/4”, 5,16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”  

Metric: M-1.6, M-2, M-2.5, M-3, M-4, M-5, M-6, M-8, M-10, M-12, M-14, M-16  

 Flip the gauge over and use it as a drill and tap gauge with the ability to screw blots/screws from 

both sides 

Drill Gauge ( Blue ) 

 The drill gauge is different then most, for example a 1/2” hole is 1/2”, it does not have the  

clearance for a loose fit which makes it great to figure out exact rod thickness 

 Drill bits are checked from the shank instead of the tip which may cause it to get stuck 

 Contains 32 holes from size 1/16” - 3/4”, that are clearly visible and includes measurements in   

millimeter equivalence, plus can be used to measure items up to 7.5” / 190mm 

  

in stock 

in stock Order # : 95 

Order # : 98 

Pink Rubber High-Gloss Plaster Mixing Bowl 

Description 

 

 Thicker wall so it isn’t as flimsy 

 Base is a little wider to limit tipping over 

 Measuring lines inside the bowl 

OTHER 
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Sliding Handle 

Benefits 

 

 3/8-16 Coarse threaded bolt, 5” long sliding handle to allow high torque clamping with minimal 

force, and  for the handle to never get in the way of plastic during moldings 

 Nickel coated to prevent rust, and anti-wear with a surface hardness of about 56 HRC 

 5 year warranty but was made to last a lifetime 

in stock Order # : 134 

Drill Press Drill Out Jig 

in stock Order # : 49 

Description 

 

 Can be bolted or clamped on a drill press table 

or vise and extended to allow drilling out KAFO 

rivets for better control without interference 

 Removable 1/2”  mandrel for drilling out shoe 

caliper plates, and other devices where the 

standard drill press table is not suitable 

 Can screw together other pipe fittings locally 

available for a preferred use 

 5 year warranty, coated to prevent rust, but it 

should last a lifetime 

in stock Order # : 50 

Description 

 

 The most durable & reliable grease pencils by Listo 

 No more peeling 

 The leads almost never break even when dropped 

 Basic screw type mechanism to push out the lead 

 Available in 7 colors 

 72 refill leads per box, being very cost effective 

Mechanical Grease Pencils  

OTHER 
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2 mm Ball Hex Quick Turn ( Pico Finish ) 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock 

in stock Order # : 124 

Order # : 904 

Description 

 

 Fasten Tamarack screws about 3 x’s faster 

 For standard 2mm small joint screws 

 Made in Germany by Wiha 

Order # : 905 

Description 

 

 Fasten Tamarack screws about 3 x’s faster 

 For standard 2.5mm medium / large  joint screws 

 Made in Germany by Wiha 

Description 

 

 Fasten ankle joint screws about 2 x’s faster 

 For standard 4mm ankle joint screws 

 Made in Germany by Wiha 

2.5 mm Ball Hex Quick Turn ( Pico Finish ) 

Order # : 906 

4mm Ball Hex Quick Turn ( Standard ) 

Plastic Vacuum Jig Adapter Cone 

Description 

 

 Replacement cone for quick off vacuum jigs and 

made to fit tubing with a 1.625” O.D. 

 Attached by 4,  8-32 screws 

 1yr warranty, Color: White 

Order # : 125 

Description 

 

 Replacement cone for quick off vacuum jigs and 

made to fit tubing with a 1.625” O.D. 

 Attached by 4,  8-32 screws 

 1yr warranty, Color: Black 

OTHER 
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Multi-Bend & Clamp Jig (MBCJ) Vise 

in stock  Order #: 01 in stock  Order #: 03 in stock  Order #: 04 in stock  Order #: 05 

Color: Text. Copper Vein Color: Black Oxide Color: Orange Color: Pink 

1.25” X 27” Extended Dual Sided Riveting Bar 

in stock  Order #: 08 in stock  Order #: 09 

in stock  Order #: 147 

in stock  Order #: D1 

Out of stock  Order #: 06 

Heavy Duty M-L / A-P Bending Iron 

in stock  Order #: 148 

Clamping Jigs 

in stock  Order #: 12 in stock  Order #: 115 

in stock  Order #: 13 

in stock  Order #: D2 

Color: Texture Black Color: Pink 

Color: Text. Copper Vein 

OTHER 
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ORDER FORM 

BUYERS NAME  NAME  

COMPANY NAME  COMPANY NAME  

STREET ADDRESS  STREET ADDRESS  

CITY  CITY  

STATE / PROVINCE  STATE / PROVINCE  

ZIP / POSTAL  ZIP / POSTAL  

COUNTRY  COUNTRY  

PHONE  &  FAX  PHONE &  FAX  

E-MAIL 

WEB 

 E-MAIL  

WEB 

 

TAX ID  ( Only If Required )  TAX ID  ( Only If Required )  

   KOVACIC ORTHOPEDIC TOOL & SUPPLY CORP. 

3910 ACORN CRES., WINDSOR ON, N8W 5R4, CANADA 

 269 WALKER ST., UNIT # 515, DETROIT MI, 48207, USA 

      TOLL FREE: 1-800-665-1176    FAX : 519-997-6894 

                 E-Mail : info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

1. BILL TO : SHIP TO : 

2. ORDER INFORMATION : 

L.# ORDER # DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE QTY AMOUNT 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

  Shipping & Taxes to be Determined on Invoice ( if applicable )  TOTAL  

3. METHOD OF PAYMENT : 

Credit Account Net 30 Days ( Please Complete Credit Account Application ) 

     Visa      MasterCard       American Express       By Fax To : 1- 519-997-6894                On-line Invoice 

Pay-Pal  ( no account needed ) Payment To : info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

Electronic Fund Transfer ( EFT ) Determined by Location ( Please Contact ) 

Wire Transfer ( WT ) Determined by Location ( Please Contact ) 

Cheque Made to : Kovacic Orthopedic Tool & Supply Corp. 

 Use contact information from our e-mail  / web  Same as Bill To 

4. METHOD OF SHIPPING : 

SHIPPER PRIORITY 

UPS  

USPS  

FEDEX  

DHL  

CANADA POST  

OTHER  

Most Economical 

Use my Shipping Account 

Select Preference Below 

$ 60 Minimum  Order, All prices are in US Dollars and ship out of Detroit MI, with the exception of purchases made within Canada 

Plus Shipping / Handling, and applicable Taxes within Canada and the state of Michigan unless Exempt 

If applicable Free Shipping is by Most Economical Methods  

Consumers are Required to Remit Use Tax where Required by their State Law  

Please Contact for Current Pricing.   ( Volume / Distribution & Educational Discounts Available ) 

Name on Card  

Credit Card #  

Expiry Date   

CVS # ( 3 digits on back )  

Signature  

DATE ( M/D/Y )  

PURCHASE ORDER  

ACCOUNT #  

5. CREDIT CARD AUTHORIZATION : 

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS ! 

REFERENCE : 

 

 



QUOTE  

BUYERS NAME  NAME  

COMPANY NAME  COMPANY NAME  

STREET ADDRESS  STREET ADDRESS  

CITY  CITY  

STATE / PROVINCE  STATE / PROVINCE  

ZIP / POSTAL  ZIP / POSTAL  

COUNTRY  COUNTRY  

PHONE  &  FAX  PHONE  &  FAX  

E-MAIL  E-MAIL   

WEB  WEB  

TAX ID  ( Only If Required )  TAX ID  ( Only If Required )  

   KOVACIC ORTHOPEDIC TOOL & SUPPLY CORP. 

3910 ACORN CRES., WINDSOR ON, N8W 5R4, CANADA 

 269 WALKER ST., UNIT # 515, DETROIT MI, 48207, USA 

      TOLL FREE: 1-800-665-1176    FAX : 519-997-6894 

                 E-Mail : info@kovacicorthopedic.com 

1. BILL TO : SHIP TO : 

2. PRODUCT  INFORMATION : 

L.# ORDER # DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE QTY AMOUNT 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      

12      

    SUB-TOTAL  

    SHIPPING  

    TAX  

    TOTAL  

 Use contact information from our e-mail  / web  Same as Bill To 

4. METHOD OF SHIPPING : 
SHIPPER PRIORITY 

UPS  

USPS  

FEDEX  

DHL  

CANADA POST  

OTHER  

Most Economical 

Use my Shipping Account 

Select Preference  

$ 60 Minimum  Order, All prices are in US Dollars and ship out of Detroit MI, with the exception of purchases made within Canada 

Plus Shipping / Handling, and applicable Taxes within Canada and the state of Michigan unless Exempt 

If applicable Free Shipping is by Most Economical Methods  

Consumers are Required to Remit Use Tax where Required by their State Law  

DATE (  M/D/Y )  

QUOTE #  

VALID UNTIL   

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS ! 

REFERENCE 

 

 

NOTE : 

 

PLEASE INCLUDE A COMPLETE PRICE LISTING  

 :



                      CONTACT 

                 1-800-665-1176      

             Mon.—Fri. 8am—4pm EST   

             info@kovacicorthopedic.com          

www.kovacicorthopedic.com  

2016 CATALOG      REVISION : 1 

© Copyright 2016 All Rights Reserved Kovacic Orthopedic Tool & Supply Corp.  
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